sunshine
Highly imaginative, your
positive energy is magnetic!

colorscope

You have a great sense
of humor, fueled by your bright
mind and spontaneous nature.

let our color palette tell you more about yourself

But beware, you tend to shun
responsibility and, at worst,
are cowardly.
.

curry

moss

You enjoy life and good

Grand adventures are

You are so good at making

You listen carefully to

You are the one that

health to the fullest.

part of who you are. You

decisions. You have great

everyone around you but

everyone should ask for

Be careful of those around

are assertive with powerful

strength and conviction in your

really listen for information

advice because you stay

you, your personal power

energy. People feel like

beliefs. People have a hard

and details, not emotions.

objective and don't get petty.

and financial success can

they are your close friends

time figuring you out, but can

You have amazing logic.

You need space and like

overwhelm them.

moments after they have

always count on you for a

You need to find refuge–

opinions, especially in

met you. You explore the

crazy adventure.

a place for yourself.

love relationships.

inner meaning of life.

peacock

sage

pool

chartreuse

P.S. You are also a flirt.

night

lake

bluebell

beet

Patient and serious you

You are traditional and

You are very attractive, talkative

You have a classic style, are

You are inspirational.

do love to explore but you

reserved on the surface, yet

and have beautiful, expressive

a romantic, easy to love, and

You are sympathetic and

worry about what you’ll find.

you are a renegade at heart.

eyes. One of your greatest

people find you appealing.

empathetic. People love to

Oftentimes you’re inflexible,

Your demeanor is steadfast

assets is your sincere love for

Some may think of you as quiet,

be around you because you

but the flip side is you are

and mysterious. Popularity is

those around you. You are

but you are really thinking

make them feel important.

compassionate and loyal.

not important to you–which

in touch with your emotions

deeply about what is going on

makes you all the more

and help others get in

around you, and then coming

enticing to others.

touch with theirs.

up with the perfect solution.

papaya

poppy

blossom

plum
Your appearance is amazing–

persimmon
Your passion and mature

A great champion of

You are a dedicated party person

You are able to gently say the

energy draw people to you!

the helpless and defender

who hides your sensitive and

things that your friends need to

you always know what looks

However, your curiosity

of the underdog, you have

sentimental side. Although you

hear. You have a lovely smile

good on you. You are charming,

and love of life can cause

an amazing ability to get

are pessimistic about your personal

but you need to smile much

concerned with the reaction of

you to be restless even

things done, as well

dreams, you are incredibly skilled

more often. You are too serious

others and find balance in

though you are

as to fix things.

at innovation. You are fearless in

and you need to be more

life. When in a bad mood

your dress and put together

tolerant of failure–both in

you may have the tendency

the most unusual combinations.

yourself and in others.

to see only the negative.

red

fig

chocolate

essentially grounded.

strawberry

fuchsia

You are very lucky with

Courageous and passionate,

You know who you are and what

You are down to earth,

you have a playful side that

Conservative and down-to-

opportunities appearing like

you want. Popularity, money and

comfortable with who you

magic. You are an enchanter,

balances your serious and

earth, your mysterious regal

power are all yours. You are kind

are and have a great ability

spiritual nature. You are confident

persona is very intriguing.

attracting people to you. You

and generous to your friends.

to find joy in life. You don't

are open and enthusiastic.

and not afraid to take action.

You’re known to be a reli-

You love to have fun at parties,

take things personally, you

Remember that the journey is

able friend and driven

especially if you are in charge.

rebound from failure, and

often more important than the

worker, though your creative

You are also a perfectionist and

go for what you want.

outcome of your endeavors.

nature can cause you to be

you state your opinions boldly.

a bit impulsive.

black

paper bag

khaki

gravel

You are highly emotional and

Driven by your conscience,

As an activist you have the

Pressure stimulates you and

Committed to making the

very loyal to your friends.

you are a levelheaded

power to change the world.

you like setting goals for

world a better place, you

You are disciplined, an

decision maker–guiding you

Both admired and loved as

yourself. You are exciting,

have strong faith and a

overachiever and very serious.

well at work and in love.

a friend, you must learn to

curious and are great at

calming effect on your friends.

You have a keen understanding

Though, you’re known to plant

appreciate both yourself and

parties. You surround

of the past and are aware of

your feet in the ground when

what you have accomplished.

why things happen the

asked to be flexible.

way they do.
CPS99036

yourself with lots of
unusual people and
have loose boundaries.

cement

